Vision.Value.Visibility.
Vibrant Community.
CREATE A THRIVING CAREER YOU LOVE

www.thrive-her.com

THE NEXT LEVEL - AT A GLANCE

Through coaching more than
4,000 women over 20 years
as well as recently conducting surveys and interviews with over 200
ambitious women who want MORE in their careers, WE KNOW
WHAT WOMEN WANT AT WORK.

more growth,
more meaning,
more fulfillment,
more impact.
We also know what stops them from reaching that next level, and in
some cases, even trying. We deeply understand the things that leave
them feeling frustrated, unseen, unappreciated and paralyzed about
what they need to do to make it all happen.

It’s your turn!
It’s your time!
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IN THEIR OWN WORDS ...

❝
❝
❝
❝
❝

Women share these common
frustrations
On paper I am crushing it, but mentally I am not. I am not
learning or growing.

I get no clear feedback about what I’m doing well or how I
need to improve.

I keep waiting to be recognized for my contributions.

I keep getting passed up for promotions and no one will
give me a straight answer as to why.
I need an outside perspective and safe place where we
can pour into one another, and speak the truth without
consequences.
That’s why we have developed a program that meets women
where they are, TODAY.
And has the power to transform them into where they want to
be TOMORROW.
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Who is the ideal woman
for The Next Level?

THE NEXT LEVEL - AT A GLANCE

Ambitious, action-oriented, noexcuses, learners and doers who
want thriving careers they love.
Women who want to keep their sanity and enjoy their jobs while
avoiding the overwhelm and burnout that comes from climbing
“the ladder.”
SOUND LIKE YOU? Keep reading.

The Next Level Playbook has a 4-Step Framework:
1

Create a vivid vision grounded in your big why and
superpower strengths

2

Effectively communicate and articulate your value

3

Increase your visibility to maximize your impact

4

Develop a vibrant community of support, so that you
can create a thriving career you love!

The Next Level
is uniquely
designed to
deliver the
outcomes
women
desire most!
THRIVE•HER
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Course Modules
MODULE 1:
SUCCESS SECRETS TO NEXT
LEVEL TRANSFORMATION

Reset your mindset, optimize your environment and elevate your
standards and habits. Set yourself up for success with this proven
roadmap and learn the secrets to leveling up!

MODULE 2:
LIVING A PURPOSE-FILLED
AND INTENTIONAL LIFE

Find meaning and purpose in your peak and valley life moments.
Your stories provide powerful insight and rocket like fuel to help
you live a happy, purpose filled and intentional life.

MODULE 3:
DISCOVERING YOUR
STRENGTHS AND SWEET SPOT

Step forward in bold confidence by knowing your superpower
strengths and how to use them to serve others. Say goodbye
to a life of stress, busyness and worry and pursue more flow, joy,
energy and balance.

MODULE 4:
GAINING CRYSTAL CLARITY
FOR YOUR CAREER AND LIFE

It’s time to dream big and give yourself permission to design the
life you really want. In this module, you will begin to identify the
mindset shifts as well as the new standards and habits you need
to bring your dream to life and create your vivid vision of your
preferred future!
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Course Modules
MODULE 5:
COMMUNICATING YOUR
VALUE WITH CONFIDENCE –
PERSONAL PR 101

Elevate your personal brand and learn how to perfect and
communicate your unique value with confidence. Back it up through
your personal stats and sound bytes, and master the art of story
selling so you can share your expertise as the guide in your hero’s
story.

MODULE 6:
INCREASE VISIBILITY TO
MAXIMIZE IMPACT

Increase your visibility inside and outside of your organization and
establish yourself as the “go to” expert in your field. Learn the secrets
to having people recruit you to join their team or become a valued
partner!

MODULE 7:
BUILDING A VIBRANT
COMMUNITY OF SUPPORT

Learn the secrets to turning your community into raving fans. The
kind that are willing to advocate on your behalf and recommend you
without reservation. You’ll also learn the common mistakes to avoid
when networking for success.

MODULE 8:
DESIGNING YOUR NEXT-LEVEL
PLAYBOOK

Identify the massive momentum moves and accountability structure
that will empower you to reach next level success. Create a step by
step plan to level up your mindset, standards and habits so you can
realize the next level with complete clarity and bold confidence.

3

3 ways to
support your
transformation

1

LIFETIME ACCESS TO ONLINE TRAINING ONE MODULE WILL BE RELEASED EACH WEEK

2

WEEKLY GROUP COACHING CALLS WITH
TRICIA AND COACHING MENTORS

3

24X7 MEMBERS-ONLY ACCESS TO THE NEXT
LEVEL COMMUNITY
THRIVE•HER
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What Makes The Next Level
Unique?
EVERYTHING IS ONLINE - NO TRAVEL REQUIRED
The Next Level is convenient! Course material is available anywhere at any
time through our online member portal. There are eight core modules within
The Next Level curriculum and we release lessons once per week. Each
module contains 2-4 video lessons plus Next Level growth assignments
to help you Think/Create/Engage throughout the week. Once you have
completed all of the training, you will also have access to bonus training and
supplemental materials and you can revisit and review as often as you like.
DEDICATED NEXT-LEVEL MENTORS
With the Next Level, you’ll never be alone! You can ask questions and get
answers through our online community packed with mentor coaches, alumni,
and Team Thrive-Her members. These are real women who have realized the
next level and overcome the same challenges you face every day! Ask them
anything … and they will share their life experiences with you.
A WILDLY SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY
The Next Level delivers a built-in support system and a network of
accountability partners. You’ll have access to a private group where you’ll be
able to connect with other Next Level Thrive-Hers, coaches and mentors so
you can ask questions and get answers every day.
GROUP COACHING CALLS
Group coaching calls will be hosted once a week for 60 minutes. During these
calls, you can get live feedback on your deliverables, ask questions that you need
answers to, and participate in discussions based on current course content.
100% MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
We stand behind our program with a 100% Money Back Satisfaction
Guarantee. If you are not satisfied with the program after you complete the
first two weeks, we will refund your money – no questions asked.
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Why work with Tricia?
Tricia has coached over 4,000 women in
transition during her career and is recognized
as a leader in her industry and community for
one simple reason: she gets results. With over
20 years of sales and marketing leadership
experience and 15 years of experience as
a business owner, Tricia brings extensive
expertise and passion for advancing women
in this program. Tricia transformed her own
career from 7th grade school teacher to
7-figure CEO and understands the challenges
and speed bumps on the road to next-leveling
your life! Her commitment to helping you
thrive is unparalleled.
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Testimonials
Kelly
Meadows

Tricia has mentored me for years and is fantastic at helping no matter
at what stage you are in life. Her coursework created impactful real
results for me in making a change in my daily world. This course will not
only help you professionally, but also create balance and calm in your
personal life. This is the best investment you can make in yourself!

Emily
Hawkins

Tricia has been the best business partner I could imagine and yes I said
partner. When you work with Tricia you have someone fighting WITH
you to become the best self you can be. The amazing woman helped
me strategize my value proposition, doubling my income! When you
get the chance to work with Tricia you take it because the rewards are
pure gold.

Erin
McCandless

Rachel
Bagnell

Carissa
Hood-Pope

The Next Level is a fantastic program. Throughout the eight weeks
Tricia challenged us to think through what we need to do to execute
on our desired career path. I was able to identify and capitalize on my
strengths to use them to raise my profile and put me in the position
to achieve the next level in my career growth. Tricia’s energy and
enthusiasm are infectious. She really cares about her students and
their success and it shows!
The next level program introduced me to some new ways to look
at launching a business. It also allowed me to have a community of
trusting and caring women that were supportive and that I could truly
use to bounce ideas off of. Tricia is a skilled facilitator and is genuine
in her interactions with the group and with me. I’d highly recommend
this to any women who is either deciding what her next level is or
wants support with the decision she’s made!
As the CEO, I have every aspect of running my residential landscape
business on my shoulders. In talking to Tricia, I started to realize exactly
how much I do to run my business. It was hard for me to see how much
I needed to let go of being the point person for everything. It really
opened my eyes on how much money I was really costing myself by
not focusing my energies in the right way. WOW! Such an eye opener
when you get another perspective. I am so thankful for Tricia and her
in-depth knowledge in business coaching. She was guiding me in
certain directions that I knew I wanted to go, but didn’t quite know
how to get there.
THRIVE•HER
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Registration and Pricing
$2,500 value

THE NEXT LEVEL GROUP ONLINE TRAINING

$5,400 value

GROUP COACHING CALLS WITH TRICIA DEMPSEY

Priceless

THE NEXT LEVEL PRIVATE MEMBERS-ONLY GROUP

This includes lifetime access to over 26 online training videos and 20
supplemental training materials and growth sheets, checklists, and
step-by-step diagrams.

Weekly 60-minute group coaching calls will be hosted by your
coach, Tricia Dempsey, as well as mentor coaches.

Ask questions and get answers 24x7 to your most pressing issues.
Get and give encouragement and support from our Next Level
Members, mentor coaches and your coach.

Total Value

$7,900

To register:
Open
Enrollment
Closes
Oct. 15

ONE-TIME PAYMENT OF $2,000
thrive-her.com/yes
12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF $200 EACH
thrive-her.com/yes12

The next class is October 17 December 12.
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